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Nikola Tesla espoused that “invention is the most important product of man's creative brain. The ultimate purpose is the complete mastery of mind over the material world, the harnessing of human nature to human needs.”

The above-mentioned statement is certainly true for the ideas which built things or objects are the outputs of man’s ingenuity. Moreover, knowledge is created in the brilliant minds of people.

One of the most significant things that man should consider is electricity for the latest stuffs, gadgets; machines and equipment are maneuvered by electric current. The ideas on electricity can be conveyed through the teachers teaching Technology and Livelihood Education otherwise known as TLE.

A lot of books and reading materials can be instrumental and may be utilized by teachers in order to cultivate the minds of the learners on electrical ideas. Furthermore, the various websites and multimedia sources could be helpful in attaining the purpose of teaching electricity.

Most of the students nowadays may not be so much interested in studying electrical ideas but zealous teacher may catch the attention of the students and sway their focus on the valuable and relevant lessons on electricity.

Another convincing strategy in sharing electrical matters is to enlighten them on the connection of electrical matters on the simple things that they have like cellphones,
chargers, power banks and other convenient devices and even appliances. For sure, they will get to know the real value.

Precisely, electricity and all matters about it are fascinating and powerful forces. Skilled electric professionals who have the practical expertise in working with it effectively are admirable for not all people may indulge in such difficult task.

The teacher should make the students realize the fact that a lot of inventions in the world are powered by electricity and it is essential in the world and in our every practical living.

Conveying ideas in TLE class is not difficult as long as the teacher has sufficient knowledge on the subject matter, as long as the teacher has the enthusiasm and passion to educate and as long as the worth of teaching it will be known to its respondents.

Teaching electrical matters to students is developing their skills for the knowledge imparted would create a bountiful of activities which would prepare them in indulging in practical experiences on electrical matters.

TLE subject will serve as a way to connect electrical matters to our young generation of learners.

Schools should promote the practicality of learning important thing like electricity. Be empowered by the lights and power of electricity in one’s mind.
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